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We study the electron-phonon interaction in the strongly correlated superconducting cuprates. Two types of
the electron-phonon interactions are introduced in thet-J model; the diagonal and off-diagonal interactions
which modify the formation energy of the Zhang-Rice singlet and its transfer integral, respectively. The

characteristic phonon-momentum (qW ) and electron-momentum (kW ) dependence that resulted from the off-
diagonal coupling can explain a variety of experiments. The vertex correction for the electron-phonon inter-
action is formulated in the SU~2! slave-boson theory by taking into account the collective modes in the
superconducting ground states. It is shown that the vertex correction enhances the attractive potential for the

d-wave paring mediated by phonon withqW 5@p(12d),0# aroundd>0.3, which corresponds to the half-
breathing mode of the oxygen motion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is widely accepted that the central issue in the h
transition-temperature (Tc) superconducting~HTSC! cu-
prates is physics of the doped Mott insulator. The Mo
Hubbard~charge-transfer! insulating state with the antiferro
magnetic long-range order in the parent compounds is w
understood in strong Coulomb interaction between electro
It is, then, well recognized that the electronic models w
strong electron correlation provide a good starting point
reveal the electronic structure in doped Mott insulator. F
example, one of the successful examples is the slave-b
mean-field theory in the two-dimensionalt-J model and its
extensions to the gauge theory which can explain a w
range of unusual properties both in the normal and super
ducting states; the phase diagram in hole concentrationx and
temperatureT, paring symmetry, pseudogap, and so on.1–5

In spite of such successful results in the correlated e
tronic models, one shall have the questions that the e
tronic model alone is enough to explain essential physic
HTSC cuprates. Actually, since the early stage of the HT
researches, a variety of experiments exhibit the latt
phonon anomalies and the strong electron-lattice coup
that stimulate a number of theoretical works.6–18 The rel-
evance of the electron-phonon interaction has also been
cussed in the context of fullerenes19,20 and other highTc
strongly correlated superconductors. The finite isotope
fects onTc is one of the direct evidence of the phonon co
tribution to the paring interaction. The oxygen isotope co
ficient aO in La22xSrxCuO4 ~LSCO! aroundx51/8 exceeds
0.5, being greater than the expected value in the Bard
Cooper-Schrieffer~BCS! theory.21 The isotope shift is also
found in the magnetic penetration depth at zero tempera
l(T50) ~Ref. 22!, which cannot be understood within th
standard BCS scenario. Anomalous phonon-dispersion r
0163-1829/2004/69~14!/144520~13!/$22.50 69 1445
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tion is directly observed by the inelastic neutron-scatter
experiments. A strong softening and broadening of the hi
est longitudinal-optic~LO! phonon with the oxygen in-plane
Cu-O bond vibrations occurs along the (qx ,0) direction in
LSCO.23,24 By doping of holes, the phonon energy (;85
meV! reduces about 20% in the zone boundary.25

A recently observed kink structure in high-resolutio
angular-resolved photoemission spectroscopy~ARPES!
spectra26–29 triggers reexamination of the stron
quasiparticle-phonon interaction in cuprates.30–37 Here we
summarize the characteristic nature of this kink structure:~a!
The kink structure is experimentally confirmed in a varie
of the p-type cuprates: LSCO, Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 ~Bi2212!,
Bi2Sr2CuO6(Bi2201), (Ca22xNax)CuO2Cl2 ~Na-CCOC!,
Tl2Ba2CuO6 ~Tl2201!, and so on. On the other hand, th
structure is weak in then-type Nd22xCexCuO4 ~NCCO!. ~b!
The kink energyvkink, about 70 meV, is almost universa
The quasiparticle velocity ratio above and belowvkink , i.e.,
Rv[v(v.vkink)/v(v,vkink), is about 2 in optimal doped
p-type cuprates and does not show the strong momen
dependence along the Fermi surface. Belowvkink , width of
the quasiparticle spectra decreases rapidly. This is consis
with the rapid drop of the quasiparticle scattering rate
duced from the optical conductivity data.38,39~c! The kink
structure is seen far aboveTc , and remarkable change
acrossTc are not observed.~d! The quasiparticle velocity
below the kinkv(v,vkink) along the nodal direction is al
most universal in a wide range of HTSC.40

These phenomena indicate the strong coupling betw
the quasiparticles and a bosonic excitation with ene
vkink .28–30,32,33,36,37,41,42It is suggested that there is a cle
correlation between the quasiparticle velocity ratio across
kink Rv , related to the electron-boson coupling strength, a
the superconducting gap amplitude.30 A scenario based on
the magnetic-resonance mode around 41 meV as a bos
©2004 The American Physical Society20-1
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excitation may be at a disadvantage; this excitation is o
confirmed belowTc in YBa2Cu3O61x(YBCO), Bi2212, and
Tl2201. One of the plausible candidates for the origin of
kink structure is the optic phonon. The kink energyvkink is
close to that of a LO phonon with the oxygen in-plane vib
tion whose anomalous softening and broadening are
served as described previously.

Here we mention another kink structure in the ARP
spectra in Bi2212.43,44 This is found near (p,0) and (0,p)
and, its kink energy is about 40 meV measured from
Fermi energy. It has been claimed that this kink struct
almost disappears aboveTc . Some optical study has alread
observed the coupling to a 40 meV boson even aboveTc .45

They suggested phonon as a candidate for this 40 meV
son. Hence, the origin of this kink at the antinodal regi
remains controversial. In this paper, we focus the h
breathing mode which plays the major role in the nodal
gion.

In this paper, we study the electron-phonon interaction
the strongly correlated HTSC cuprates. The interactions
tween electron and phonon of the in-plane oxygen vibrat
mode are formulated in thet-J model. There are two types o
the couplings, i.e., the off-diagonal and diagonal interacti
which modify the intersite hopping of the Zhang-Rice sing
and its formation energy, respectively. We calculate the
fective paring interaction, the quasiparticle renormalizat
factor, the ARPES, tunneling and optical spectra for the o
diagonal and diagonal couplings where the fermionic deg
of freedom is assumed as a quasiparticle with the renorm
ized band energy. We show that the characteristic phon
momentum (qW ) and electron-momentum (kW ) dependences re
sulted from the off-diagonal coupling are quite consist
with the experiments. This formulation and numerical resu
are presented in Sec. II. The vertex correction in the elect
phonon coupling is known to play a crucial role in correlat
systems.6,8 This is studied, in the slave-boson picture,
taking into account the fluctuations around the mean-fi
saddle-point solutions, that is, thed-wave paring order pa
rameterD, the fermion hoppingx, the Lagrangian multipli-
ersa, and the bosonic fieldh. We formulate this vertex cor
rection in the SU~2! slave-boson theory46–49 which respects
an exact SU~2! gauge symmetry in the undoped case, and
expected to provide a better starting point than the U~1!
theory in the underdoped region. The fluctuations are trea
as the collective modes in the ordered states,50 and the
electron-phonon interactions are corrected by the interac
between the collective modes and fermions. We show
the vertex correction enhances the effective interaction
the d-wave paring aroundqW 5@p(12d),0# with d>0.3
where the remarkable softening and broadening of the
phonon are observed in the inelastic neutron-scattering
periments. The roles of the vertex corrections are exami
in Sec. III. Section IV is devoted to the summary and disc
sion. A part of the present theoretical works were brie
discussed in Ref. 30.

II. ELECTRON-PHONON INTERACTION IN t-J MODEL

A. Formulation of the electron-phonon interaction

We will consider the electron-phonon interaction in t
t-J model:51
14452
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H5(
i ,s

« icis
† cis2 (

^ i j &,s
~ t i j cis

† cj s1H.c.!1(̂
i j &

Ji j SW i•SW j ,

~1!

wherecis is the annihilation operator of a hole at sitei with
spin s, and is defined in the Hilbert space excluding t
double occupancy.SW i is theS51/2 spin operator at sitei. The
formation energy« i of the Zhang-Rice singlet at sitei and its
transfer integralt i j betweeni and j are represented by th
energy parameters in the originalp-d model as

« i5
2tpd

2

Dpd~ i !
, ~2!

and

t i j 5tpd
2 1

2 H 1

Dpd~ i !
1

1

Dpd~ j !J , ~3!

respectively. The charge-transfer energyDpd( i ) is defined to
be the energy difference of thep and d levels at sitei:
Dpd( i )5«p2«d( i ) in the hole picture, andtpd is the transfer
integral between the nearest-neighboring~NN! p andd orbit-
als. We assume thatU2Dpd( i )@Dpd( i ).

Here, we introduce a motion of the oxygen ions along
Cu-O bond in the CuO2 plane corresponding to the high
frequency optical phonon of our interest. The displacem
of the negatively charged O ion along the Cu-O bo
changes the electrostatic Madelung potential acting on a
site and shifts the energy of thed level as «d( i )5«d0
1d«d( i ) with

d«d~ i !5gu~ i !, ~4!

within the linear electron-lattice coupling.u( i ) is a linear
combination of the O displacements around the Cu siti
@Fig. 1~a!# defined by

u~ i !5uxS i 1
ax

2 D2uxS i 2
ax

2 D1uyS i 1
ay

2 D2uyS i 2
ay

2 D ,

~5!

whereul( i 6(al /2)) (l 5x,y) indicates the displacement o
the O ion at sitei 1(al /2) along the directionl. The coupling
constantg is positive, because the approach of the negativ
charged O ion to the Cu site lowers the energy level fo
hole. The Op level is not changed within the linear electro
lattice coupling, i.e.,d«p50, because of symmetry. Th
modification of the charge-transfer energy is then given
Dpd( i )5D02gu( i ). The O ion displacement also chang
the transfer integral betweenp andd orbitals as

tpd5t06gtul S i 6
al

2 D , ~6!

for a bond connecting a Cu sitei and an O sitei 6al /2. The
coupling constantgt has an opposite sign oft0. As a result,
the modulation of the formation energy of the Zhang-R
singlet is given by
0-2
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« i5
2$t01gtu~ i !%2

D02gu~ i !
.

2t0
2

D0
1gdiau~ i !, ~7!

with

gdia5
2t0

2

D0
S g

D0
1

2gt

t0
D , ~8!

which is termed the diagonal electron-lattice coupling. W
note that the two terms in the right-hand side have oppo
sign with each other. In the similar way, the transfer integ
of the Zhang-Rice singlet is modified as

t i j 5
t0
2

D0
1go f f$u~ i !1u~ j !%, ~9!

with

go f f5g
t0
2

2D0
2

, ~10!

termed the off-diagonal electron-lattice coupling. It is wor
noting that the modulation oftpd does not changet i j . This is
because, with a shift of a O ion at sitei 1al /2 along the
positive l direction, a decrease intpd between sitei and site
i 1al /2 is canceled out in the linear order by an increase
tpd betweeni 1al and i 1al /2. The electron-phonon interac
tion in thet-J model is also brought about by the modulati
of the superexchange interactionJi j due to the O displace
ments. This type of electron-phonon coupling was first s

FIG. 1. ~a! A linear combination of the O ion distortionu( i )
5ux( i 1ax/2)1uy( i 1ay/2)2ux( i 2ax/2)2uy( i 2ay/2). Open and
filled circles indicate the O and Cu ions, respectively.~b! Schematic
view of the half-breathing mode of the O vibration.1, 2, and 0
indicate signs of the modulation of the transfer integralt i j between
the NN Cu ions in this displacement.
14452
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gested to explain the two-magnon absorption spectra in
doped cuprates in Ref. 52. Here, we consider this electr
phonon coupling in the framework of the slave-boson me
field theory. The detailed formulation based on the sla
boson theory is presented in Sec. III A. The constrain
operatorcis is represented, in this picture, by a product
the spinon~fermion! f is and holon~boson! hi as

cis5 f ishi
† , ~11!

with the local constraint(s f is
† f is1hi

†hi51 in order to ex-
clude the doubly occupied states. In the mean-field appr
mation, theJ term in thet-J model is rewritten by using the
fermion hopping order parameterx i j (5(s f is

† f j s) as

Ji j SW i•SW j52Ji j x i j
† x i j .2

Ji j

2
~^x i j

† &x i j 1x i j
† ^x i j &!, ~12!

which is a similar form to thet term in Eq.~1!. The fermion-
lattice coupling through the modification ofJ is then reduced
to the off-diagonal coupling as

Ji j 5J01gJ$u~ i !1u~ j !%, ~13!

where the coupling constant is given by

gJ56g
t4

D0
4

. ~14!

In the standard slave-boson mean-field scheme, where
boson amplitude is taken to beAx in the ground state, the
diagonal-coupling constantgdia and the off-diagonal one
from the modulation of the transfer integralgo f f are scaled
by the factorx, and the coupling caused by the supere
change interactiongJ has a factor 12x. This implies that, in
the Mott insulating limit ofx→0, due to suppression of th
charge fluctuation, the diagonal coupling becomes irrelev
while the off-diagonal type survives because the modulat
of J affects the spin channel. Even at nonzero~but small! x
where the diagonal coupling becomes relevant, the ve
correction for the electron-phonon interaction, induced
the holon fluctuation, suppresses the diagonal coupling at
large momentum transfer.6,8 The vertex correction for the
off-diagonal coupling is presented in Sec. III in more deta

Consequently, the electron-phonon interaction Ham
tonian in thet-J model is summarized as

Hel2ph5
1

N (
kW ,qW ,s

(
m

gm~kW ,qW ! f kW1qW s
†

f kWs~bqW
m

1b
2qW
m†

!,

~15!

where bqW
m is the annihilation operator of phonon with mo

mentumqW and the modem. We take the two independen
modesm5x andy where the O ions vibrate along thex and
y directions, respectively. The electron-phonon coupling c
stant is given by a sum of the two-kind couplings

gm~kW ,qW !5gdia
m ~kW ,qW !1go f f

m ~kW ,qW !, ~16!

where
0-3
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gdia
m ~kW ,qW !522igdia

1

A2MNvqW
m

sinS qm

2
D , ~17!

and

go f f
m ~kW ,qW !524igo f f

1

A2MNvqW
m

sinS qm

2
D

3$coskx1cosky1cos~kx1qx!1cos~ky1qy!%,

~18!

with the oxygen massM and the phonon frequencyvqW
m . The

off-diagonal coupling constantgo f f is redefined thatgo f f in-
cludes the contribution fromgJ in Eq. ~14!. The diagonal-
coupling constantgdia(kW ,qW ) does not depend on the electro
momentum kW as usual. Here, we note the characteris
electron-momentumkW and phonon-momentumqW depen-
dences of the off-diagonal couplinggo f f

m (kW ,qW ): ~i! the fer-
mion degree of freedom does not couple to the tw
dimensional oxygen breathing mode, i.e.,go f f

m @kW ,qW

5(p,p)#50. This is attributed to the fact that, for th
breathing mode,u( i )1u( j ) in Eq. ~9! becomes zero in al
the NN Cu-Cu bonds.~ii ! The coupling constant for the half
breathing mode where the O ions shift alongl does not de-
pend on thel component of the electron momentum, e.
go f f

m @kW ,qW 5(p,0)# is independent ofkx . This is because this
O ion displacement does not changet i j along the directionl
but changet i j perpendicular tol. This characteristics o
go f f

m (kW ,qW ) are schematically shown in Fig. 1~b!.

B. Physical consequences of the off-diagonal and diagonal
electron-phonon couplings

We now turn to the numerical results for various physi
quantities calculated from the electron-phonon interact
Hamiltonian introduced above. We pay attention, in parti
lar, to the implications of the characteristic momentum d
pendence of the off-diagonal electron-phonon coupli
Then, we treat, in this section, an electron as a quasipar
described by the renormalized energy bandjkW . This treat-
ment corresponds to the mean-field approximation in
slave-boson theory where the Lagrangian is given in Eq.~35!
in Sec. III A. In spite of the detailed form for the quasipar
cle energyjkW in the slave-boson theory@see Eq.~36!#, jkW is
determined by the tight-bind fitting in Bi2212. The six tigh
binding parameters are adopted by following the results
Refs. 41 and 53. The fluctuations from the mean-field sad
points leading to the vertex correction for the electro
phonon interaction are studied in the following section. T
energy parameter values used in this section are given
unit of electron volt. We assume that the phonon freque
vqW

m is independent of the modem and the momentum

qW as vqW
m

5vph , and choosevph50.07 eV. The electron-

phonon coupling constants are scaled asg̃dia(o f f)
14452
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5gdia(of f) /A2MNvqW
m, and the damping constant is intro

duced in the calculation of spectra asg50.005 eV.
We first show the effective paring interaction for th

d-wave superconductivity due to the electron-phonon int
action. The momentum dependence of the effective elect
electron interaction is derived by integrating out the phon
degree of freedom in the electron-phonon interaction Ham
tonian. By using the second-order perturbational proces
with respect to the electron-phonon coupling, the effect
Hamiltonian is obtained as

He f f52
1

N (
kW ,kW8,qW

(
s,s8,m

gm~kW ,qW !gm~kW8,2qW !

3
vqW

m

vqW
m2

2~jkW2jkW1qW !2
f kW1qW s

†
f kWs f kW82qW s8

†
f kW8s8 .

~19!

In the mean-field approximation according to the BC
theory, we obtain

^He f f&52 (
qW ,kW ,m

vqW
m

vqW
m2

2~jkW2jkW1qW !2
ugm~kW ,qW !u2fkWfkW1qW

.(
qW ,m

1

vqW
m F~qW !, ~20!

whereujkW2jkW1qW u!vqW
m is assumed. The paring order param

eter is introduced asfkW5^ f kW↑ f kW↓& and is parametrized a
fkW5f0(coskx2cosky)/2 for the d-wave paring.F(qW ) indi-
cates the effective paring interaction between electrons c
tributed from the phonon with momentumqW . In Fig. 2~a!, the
contour map ofF(qW ) for the off-diagonal coupling is pre
sented. The negative~positive! region corresponds to the a
tractive ~repulsive! interaction for thed-wave paring. It is
found that the phonon of the momentum (qx ,0) aroundqx
5p strongly contributes to thed-wave paring. This phonon
corresponds to the half-breathing mode of the O vibrat
where the anomalous softening of the dispersion relatio
observed in the neutron experiments.23,24 The vanishing
F@qW 5(p,p)# indicates that the off-diagonal electron-lattic
coupling does not disturb the attractive magnetic interact
dominated around (p,p). This originates from the charac
teristic off-diagonal coupling that the breathing mode of t
O vibration does not couple to the fermion as pointed
above. The paring functionF(qW ) for the diagonal coupling is
presented in Fig. 2~b! where the attractive interaction appea
in the region ofqx1qy&p. The most remarkable differenc
from the off-diagonal results is seen that the phonon aro
(p,p) strongly suppresses thed-wave paring. That is, this
diagonal coupling competes with the magnetic paring int
action.

The ARPES, tunneling, and optical spectra are obtaine
the Nambu-Eliashberg formulas. We calculate the s
energy for the 232 fermion Green’s function:
0-4
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S~kW ,ivn!5 (
qW ,vm ,m

t3G0~kW2qW ,ivn2 ivm!t3

3ugm~kW ,qW !u2D0
m~qW ,ivm!, ~21!

where we introduce the bare fermion Green’s function

G0~kW ,ivn!5
ivnt01jkWt31DkWt1

~ ivn!22EkW
2 , ~22!

with EkW5AjkW
2
1DkW

2 and the bare phonon Green’s function

D0
m~qW ,ivm!5

1

2 S 1

ivm2vqW
m

1 ih
2

1

ivm1vqW
m

2 ih D .

~23!

t l ( l 51,2,3) is the Pauli matrices,t0 is a unit matrix, and
DkW@5D0(coskx2cosky)/2# is the superconducting energ
gap. The energy and momentum dependences of the o
pied spectral density corresponding to the ARPES spectra
obtained by the~1,1! component of the Green’s function
A(kW ,v)52(1/p)Im G11(kW ,ivn→v1 id). The calculated
results are presented in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! for the off-
diagonal coupling case, and in~c! and ~d! for the diagonal
case. The ARPES spectra show a kink structure below wh
both the spectral intensity and the quasiparticle lifetime
markably increase. The kink energy in the superconduc

FIG. 2. Contour map of the effective paring interactionF(qW ) in
the off-diagonal coupling case~a!, and in the diagonal-coupling

case~b!. The energy gap is chosen to bef0g̃o f f50.035 eV in~a!,

andf0g̃dia50.035 eV in~b!. Numerical data are plotted in a unit o
eV. The phonon energy is chosen asvph50.07 eV.
14452
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state is less thanD01vph because of thed-wave gap. Al-
though, at a glance, the kink effect in the spectra seems t
remarkable in the antinodal direction, this impression com
from the almost flat dispersion around (p,0) of the bare
energy band. As shown later, the quasiparticle renormal
tion factor Z(kW ,v) dominating the velocity change at th
kink energy is slightly weaker in the antinodal direction f
the off-diagonal coupling case. This is consistent with t
recent ARPES experiments where the quasiparticle velo
does not show a huge change atvkink around the antinoda
direction, unlike the prediction in the magnetic mod
calculations.29,41

The tunneling density of states

N~v!52
1

pN (
kW

Tr Im G~kW ,ivn→v1 id!, ~24!

are presented in Fig. 4. An asymmetrical shape of the spe
is attributed to the almost flat band around the (p,0) point
below the Fermi energy. Outside the superconducting ga
dip and hump structure appears, being consistent w
experiments.54,55 In the off-diagonal coupling case, the wea
hump structure is located at6(D01vph). With increasing
the diagonal-coupling parameter, this structure becomes
nounced, in particular, in the negative side, and the posi
of the structure shifts to the lower energy. It is seen simu
neously that for the strong diagonal coupling, the gap str
ture becomes shallow and is gradually collapsed.

The quasiparticle scattering rate deduced from the opt
conductivity is calculated in the memory-function formalism
The optical conductivity is represented by utilizing th
memory functionMaa(v) which corresponds to the invers
of the energy-depend lifetimet(v) as

FIG. 3. Contour map of the fermion spectral densityA(kW ,v) for

the off-diagonal case~a! and~b! (g̃o f f50.03 eV), and for the diag-

onal case~c! and~d! (g̃dia50.02 eV). Solid lines indicate the spec
tra with D050 and dotted lines in~a! and ~b! are for the spectra
with D050.035 eV. Gray bold lines indicate the bare quasiparti
dispersionjkW . The phonon energy isvph50.07 eV. Numerical
data are plotted in a unit of eV21.
0-5
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saa~v!5
i

4p

vP
2

v1Maa~v!
, ~25!

with the plasma frequencyvP and the Cartesian coordina
a. The memory functionMaa(v) is defined by56

Maa~v!5
1

x0v
$xaa~v!2xaa~0!%. ~26!

xaa(v) is the Fourier transform of the retarded Gree
function of the operatorAW a defined by the equation of mo
tion for the current operatorj a asAa5@ j a ,H#. Explicitly,

Aa522ta (
kW ,qW ,s,m

$sina~ka1qa!2sinaka%

3gm~kW ,qW ! f kW1qW s
†

f kWs~bqW
m

1b
2qW
m†

!, ~27!

where we consider the current between the NN sites. In
calculation ofMaa(v), the correlation functions of fermion
and phonon operators are evaluated for the noninterac
Hamiltonian.x0 in Eq. ~26! is the static limit of the respons
function of j a . The calculated ImM (v) are shown in Fig. 5.
Im M (v)@[Im Mxx(v)5Im M yy(v)# is rapidly depressed
belowvph . Introducing the diagonal coupling, the scatteri
rate increases above the threshold energy and its redu
below the energy becomes steep. This large depression i
quasiparticle scattering rate deduced from the optical spe
is commonly observed in a variety of HTSC, e.g., LSC
YBCO, Tl2201, and NCCO aroundv5400–800 cm21 ~Ref.
39!. This threshold energy is rather larger than the so-ca
pseudogap estimated in the inelastic neutron scatter
ARPES, and tunneling spectra, and is close to the kink
ergy related tovph in the present scenario. Absolute valu
of the calculated ImM (v) are compared with the exper
mental quasiparticle scattering rate.x0 is estimated in the
two-dimensional tight-binding model with the NN electro
hopping. Around the threshold energy, the experimen
t(v)21 is about 2000 cm21 in underdoped Bi2212 and
LSCO with x50.14, 1000 cm21 in NCCO, and 500 cm21

FIG. 4. Fermion density of statesN(v). The diagonal and off-

diagonal coupling constants (g̃o f f ,g̃dia) are chosen to be~0.03 eV,
0! for a solid line,~0.015 eV, 0.01 eV! for a broken line, and~0,
0.02 eV! for a dotted line. Other parameters arevph50.07 eV and
D050.035 eV.
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in overdoped Pb doped Bi2212.39 These values are compa
rable to the present results of ImM (v) in Fig. 5. That is, the
electron-phonon interaction provides a large portion of
scattering rate in the optical region.

The memory function ImM (v) at v50 corresponds to
the scattering rate in the dc reisistivity. The temperature
pendence of ImM (v50) is presented in Fig. 6. It is known
that the scattering rate deduced from the experimental re
tivity data is of the order of 2T.57 The calculated ImM (0)
gradually increases aroundvph/5 with increasing tempera
ture, and its absolute value is rather smaller than 2T. These
results indicate that the phonon contribution is less domin
for t(0)21 in the resistivity, in contrast to the scattering ra
in the optical region as mentioned above. It is noted that
superconducting gapD0 is put to be zero in Figs. 5 and 6
When we introduce the finiteD0 to describe the pseudoga

FIG. 5. Imaginary part of the memory function ImM (v). The

diagonal and off-diagonal coupling constants (g̃o f f ,g̃dia) are cho-
sen to be~0.03 eV, 0! for a solid line,~0.015 eV, 0.01 eV! for a
broken line, and~0, 0.02 eV! for a dotted line. Other parameters a
vph50.07 eV, D050, and t50.3 eV. We use thatx050.81ta2

calculated for the half-filled tight-binding model in the two
dimensional square lattice with NN electron hopping.

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the imaginary part of
memory function ImM (v) at v50 ~bold line!. Broken line indi-
cates a curve of ImM (0)52T. The diagonal and off-diagona

electron-phonon coupling constants (g̃o f fg̃dia) are chosen to be
~0.03 eV, 0!. Other parameters arevph50.07 eV, D050, and t
50.3 eV. We use thatx050.81ta2 calculated for the half-filled
tight-binding model in the two-dimensional square lattice with N
electron hopping.
0-6
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state, ImM (0) will be further reduced due to the reduce
final density of state. The nonmonotonous energy dep
dence oft(v)21 derived from the optical spectra sugges
the two-component scenario,58,59 which is beyond the scop
of our calculation.

The momentum dependences of the fermion renormal
tion factorZ(kW ,v)5@12]S(kW ,v)/]v#21 at v5D0 are pre-
sented in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b! for the off-diagonal and diago
nal couplings, respectively. The broken lines indicate
fermi surface forjkW . In the off-diagonal coupling case
ReZ(kW ,v5D0) is close to one around thekx1ky5p line in
the Brillouin zone, and is strongly reduced around (0,0) a
(p,p). In contrast, the momentum dependence is m
weaker in the diagonal case, reflecting that the coupling c
stantgdia

m (kW ,qW ) is independent of the electron momentumkW

as seen in Eq.~17!. The calculated results for the off
diagonal coupling can explain the anisotropic quasipart
scattering rate suggested in the recent ARPES experim
Full width at half maximum~FWHM! of the quasiparticle
energy distribution curve is measured along the Fermi s
face in Pb-doped Bi2212 compound.60 The reduction in
FWHM on going away from the node is observed along b
the bonding and antibonding quasiparticle bands. This
perimental momentum dependence is consistent with the
diagonal results shown in Fig. 7~a!, but is difficult to be

FIG. 7. Contour map of the real part of the fermion renorm

ization factor ReZ(kW ,v5D0) in the off-diagonal-coupling case~a!,
and in the diagonal coupling case~b!. Broken lines indicate the
Fermi surface injkW . The diagonal and off-diagonal electron-phon

coupling constants (g̃o f f ,g̃dia) are chosen to be~0.03 eV, 0! in ~a!,
and ~0, 0.02 eV! in ~b!. Other parameters arevph50.07 eV and
D050.035 eV.
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explained by the magnetic excitation aroundqW 5(p,p) and
the diagonal electron-phonon coupling.

III. VERTEX CORRECTION

A. Formulation of the vertex correction

We now go beyond the slave-boson mean-field treatm
in the electron-phonon interaction int-J model. This is car-
ried out by taking into account the fluctuations around
mean fields, leading to the vertex correction in the fermio
phonon interaction. We formulate this effective electro
phonon coupling in the SU~2! slave-boson theory46–48which
imposes that the fermion operators

C i↑5S f i↑
f i↓

† D , C i↓5S f i↓
2 f i↑

† D ~28!

are taken to be the local SU~2! doublet. This is an exac
symmetry in thet-J model at half filling46 where the two
order parameters, i.e., the fermion hoppingx i j (5(s f is

† f j s)
and the fermion paringD i j (5 f i↑ f j↓2 f i↓ f j↑) become equiva-
lent. Even at the finite but small doping, it is expected th
the low energy physics is captured by this picture. The g
eralized SU~2! theory away from the half filling is provided
by introducing the SU~2! doublet for bosons ĥi
5(h1i ,h2i)

t.47 Then, the physical electron operator iscis

5ĥi
†C is with constraints1

2 (sC is
† tWC is1ĥi

†tW ĥi50. Three
bosonic fieldsai

l ( l 51;3) are required as Lagrange mult
pliers to keep these constraints. It is known that the Lagra
ian in the SU~2! theory is rewritten as being similar to that i
the U~1! theory. This is carried out by representing the tw
component bosons as a SU~2! rotation, denoted by the rota
tion matrixgi , of the standard slave-bosonhi .49 By integrat-
ing out the variablegi , the Lagrangian for thet-J model in
the SU~2! theory associated with the electron-phonon int
action is obtained as

L5LtJ1Lel2ph , ~29!

whereLtJ is the electronic part:

LtJ5
J

2 (̂
i j &

Tr@Ui j* Ui j #1
J

2 (
^ i j &,s

~C is
† Ui j C j s1H.c.!

1
1

2 (
i ,s

C is
† ~]tt02 iai

lt l !C is1(
i

hi
†~]t2 iai

31m!hi

2t (
^ i j &,s

~ f is
† f j shihj

†1H.c.!, ~30!

with a 232 matrix

Ui j 5S 2x i j* , D i j

D i j* , x i j
D . ~31!

The second term in Eq.~29! is the fermion-phonon interac
tion:

-

0-7
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Lel2ph5
1

AN
(

kW ,qW ,m,s

gm~kW ,qW !CkW1qW s
†

t3CkWs

1

2
~b

2qW
m†

1bqW
m
!,

~32!

which is nothing but the Hamiltonian~15!. From now on, we
focus on the off-diagonal electron-phonon coupling
gm(kW ,qW ) of the present interest.

The fluctuations around the mean-field saddle points
the SU~2! theory are examined, in detail in Ref. 48, as t
low-laying collective modes in the superconducting grou
state. For the fermion hopping and the fermion paring,
well as the slave boson and the Lagrange multipliers,
introduce small deviations from the saddle points;

x i j 5x01dx i j ,

D i j 5D0~21!h l1dD i j ,

hi5r 0~11dr i !,

iai
l5d l3l01 idai

l . ~33!

h l5(1,21) for a direction of the bondl 5(x,y). We adopt
the radial gauge wherehi is chosen to be real and its pha
degree of freedom is absorbed in the Lagrange multipli
Up to the quadratic fluctuations, we have a fermionic par
the Lagrangian as

LtJ5LMF1L11L21L0 , ~34!

with the constant termL0 . LMF is the mean-field part

LMF52
1

2N (
kW ,s

CkWs
†

~]tt02jkWt32DkWt1!CkWs , ~35!

where we define the mean-field quasiparticle energy

jkW52~ tkW1JxkW1l0!, ~36!

with xkW52Jx0(coskx1cosky) and DkW52JD0(coskx
2cosky). The conventional definition of the superconducti
gap D corresponds to 2JD0. The bare fermion energy i
considered up to the next NN hopping astkW52r 0

2$t(cosakx

1cosaky)1t1 cosakx cosaky%. The mean-field solutionsx0 ,
D0, andl0 are determined by the saddle-point equations

x052
1

2N (
kW

jkW

EkW
gkW , ~37!

D05
1

N (
kW

D0

EkW
JbkW

2 , ~38!

l05
1

N (
kW

2tjkW

EkW
gkW , ~39!

with EkW5AjkW
2
1DkW

2, bkW5coskx2cosky , and gkW5coskx

1cosky . The calculations in Sec. III are based onLMF
1Lel2ph where jkW is obtained by the tight-bind fitting in
14452
n

d
s
e

s.
f

spite of Eq.~36!. The linear coupling of the fluctuation with
the fermionic degree of freedom is described by the sec
term in Eq.~34!:

L15
1

A2N
(

kW ,qW ,s

CkW1qW s
†

~xWqW• fWkW ,kW1qW !CkWs . ~40!

(xWqW)n and (fWkW ,kW1qW)n (n51;12) are the fluctuations with 12
components and their structure factors, respectively, defi
as

xWqW5~dxqW x
9 ,dxqW y

9 ,dDqW x
9 ,dDqW y

9 ,dDqW x
8 ,dDqW y

8 ,dxqW x
8 ,

dxqW y
8 ,daqW

1 ,daqW
2 ,daqW

3 ,dr qW !, ~41!

and

fWkW ,kW1qW5@22JSxt0 ,22JSyt0 ,2JCxt1 ,2JCyt1 ,22JCxt2 ,

22JCyt2 ,22JCxt3 ,22JCyt3 ,2 i t1 ,2 i t2 ,

2 i t3 ,2~ tkW1tkW1qW !t3#, ~42!

with abbreviationsSl5sin(kl1ql/2) andCl5cos(kl1ql/2) for
l 5(x,y). dxqW l(5dxqW l

8 1 idxqW l
9 ) and dDqW l(5dDqW l

8 1 idDqW l
9 )

are the Fourier transforms ofdx i j and dD i j , respectively,
wherel indicates a direction of the bond connecting sitei and
site j. The third termL2 in Eq. ~34! is the quadratic term of
the fluctuations. Explicitly,

L2522ir 0
2(

kW
dakW

3dr 2kW

2r 0
2(

kW
~ tbkWl11t1cosakx cosakyl22l0!udr kWu2

1J (
kW ,l 5(x,y)

~ udxkW l u21udDkW l u2!, ~43!

with l152(kWjkWgkW/EkW and l2522(kW@jkWcosakxcosaky/
EkW]. The effective fermion-phonon coupling is obtained
this scheme. The dynamics of the fluctuationsxWqW is governed
through the interaction between the fluctuations and ferm
By integrating out the fermionic degree of freedom in t
action, we obtain the RPA-type summation of the ba
Green’s function for the fluctuations GJ0(qW )
5F.T.^xWqW(t)xW

2qW
† (0)&0, where^•••&0 indicates an expecta

tion in L2, and the fermion polarization functionMF(qW ,ivn)
defined by
0-8
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MF~qW ,ivn!5 (
kW ,vm

fWkW1qW ,kWG0~kW ,ivm!

3G0~kW1qW ,ivm1 ivn! fWkW1qW ,kW . ~44!

G0(kW ,ivm) is the bare fermion Green’s function calculat
by LMF @Eq. ~35!#. The effective fermion-phonon vertex i
now given by the bare interaction plus the correction due
the collective modes of the fluctuations~Fig. 8!. Explicitly,
the coupling constant is

ĝm~kW ,qW ; ivn!5hW qW
m
•L~qW ,ivn!• fWkW ,kW1qW . ~45!

hW qW
m is a vector with 12 components defined as

~hW qW
m
!n54igo f fJ

21
1

A2NMvqW
m

sinS qm

2
D

3H dn7 cosS qx

2
D 1dn8 cosS qy

2
D J . ~46!

The finite components atl 57 and 8 inhqW
m are attributed to

the fact that the fermion-phonon vertex is proportional
t3 . L(qW ,ivn) is the energy-dependent vertex function of
12312 matrix

L~qW ,ivn!5
MJ~qW !

MJ~qW !1MF~qW ,ivn!
, ~47!

represented by the inverse of the bare fluctuation Gre
functionMJ(qW )5GJ0(qW )21 and the renormalized fluctuatio
Green’s function

GJ~qW ,ivn!5
1

MJ~qW !1MF~qW ,ivn!
, ~48!

which describes dynamics of the collective modes in the
perconducting ground state.

B. numerical results with vertex correction

We show, in this section, the numerical results obtain
by taking into account the vertex correction for the electro
phonon interaction in Eq.~45!. As shown below, the effect
of the vertex correction depends strongly on the phys
quantities. Some of them are seriously modified, while oth
are insensitive to the vertex correction. The parameter va

FIG. 8. Feynman diagram for the effective electron-phonon
teraction vertex. Bold lines, double lines, and broken lines indic

the fermion propagatorsG0(kW ,ivn), the bare collective-mode

propagators GJ0(qW )5MJ(qW )21, and the phonon propagator

D(qW ,ivm), respectively.
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are given in a unit ofJ, and we uset/J53, t1 /J521.5,
g̃o f f /J50.1, x50.1, andvph /J50.5. The holon is assume
to be condensed and its amplituder 0 is taken to beAx. The
obtained mean-field solutions areD050.278 andx50.370.

The vertex correction is a crucial for the calculation of t
paring function and the condensation energy. The momen
dependence of the effective paring interactionF(qW ) is ob-
tained by Eq.~20! wheregm(kW ,qW ) is replaced by the effective
coupling constantĝm(kW ,qW ; ivn50) defined in Eq.~45!. The
numerical results are presented in Fig. 9~a!. The vertex cor-
rection does not only enhance magnitude of the attrac
interaction, as will be discussed in more detail below, b
also shifts the minimum region from (p,0) to @p(12d),0#
with d>0.3. This is exactly the momentum region where t
minimum of the anomalous dispersion is observed in
inelastic neutron scattering.23,24 In Fig. 9~b! we plot the con-
tour map of the absolute value of the vertex functi
G(qW ,v50) defined by

G~qW ,ivn!5(
n

H L~qW ,ivn!7n cosS qx

2 D
1L~qW ,ivn!8n cosS qy

2 D J . ~49!

We resolve this vertex function into the contribution from t
collective modes by following the classification in Ref. 5

-
e

FIG. 9. Contour map of~a! the effective paring interactionF(qW )
in the off-diagonal coupling case with the vertex correction, and~b!

the vertex functionG(qW ,0). Parameters are chosen to bet/J53,

t1 /J521.5, g̃o f f /J50.1, vph /J50.5, and x50.1. Numerical
data are plotted in a unit ofJ.
0-9
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The strong intensity aroundqW 5(0,0) in G(qW ,0) is attributed
to the Goldstone mode, i.e., the uniform collective pha
mode of the superconducting order parameter. This ei
vector is denoted as

daUqW5dDqW x
9 2dDqW y

9 , ~50!

wherea indicates the overall phase ofx i j andD i j around the
staggered-flux order parameters. This contribution in the
fective fermion-phonon interaction is, however, irreleva
because of the factor sin(qm/2) in Eq. ~46! and also becaus
the long-range Coulomb interaction lifts up the frequency
plasma energy in real system. A large contribution arou
(p,0) is mainly attributed to the two collective modes, i.
the amplitude mode

dAqW l5D0dDqW l
8 1x0dxqW l

8 , ~51!

for l 5(x,y) representing the amplitude fluctuation for th
order parameteruxqW l u21uDqW l u2, and the transverse and long
tudinal f gauge modes

fTqW5x0dDqW y
8 2D0dxqW y

8 , ~52!

fLqW5x0dDqW x
8 1D0dxqW x

8 . ~53!

The amplitude fluctuationdAqW l has a large intensity aroun
(p,0) and (0,p), and increases the effective paring intera
tion F(qW ) around these momenta. This may be a remnan
the instability toward the columnar-dimer state which is w
known in the insulating case.61,62 The f modes are the am
plitude modes with the out-of-phase fluctuation for the f
mion hoppingx i j and paringD i j . The longitudinalf gauge
modefLqW shows a large intensity in the low-energy regi
aroundqW 5(p/2,0), in addition to the peak structure arou
qW 5(p/2,p) suggested in Ref. 50. This mode shifts the mi
mum point ofF(qW ) from (p,0) without vertex correction to
@p(12d),0# with d>0.3 in the low-energy region.

The superconducting condensation energyDE is given by
the expectation value of the effective BCS Hamiltonian, i
Eq. ~20!, where the vertex correction is included in the co
pling constant. The numerical results ofDE as function of
the bare off-diagonal coupling constantgo f f is presented in
Fig. 10 associated with the renormalization fac
ReZ(kW ,v50). As shown in the broken line in Fig. 10, th
condensation energy is positive in the case without ve
correction. Thus, thed-wave superconductivity due to th
present LO phonon is stabilized by introducing the ver
correction. By considering the velocity ratioRv across the
kink energy, a value ofg̃o f f /J is expected to be 0.2 wher
ReZ(qW ,0) is about 0.6–0.8 atqW 5(0,0) and (p,p), and
DEvph /J2520.02 is converted into about 40 K, takingJ
5100 meV. The actual condensation energy is of the or
of 7 K for optimally doped YBCO,63 which is smaller than
this value. One can consider various reasons for this disc
ancy. ~i! The estimation of the condensation energy has
uncertainty due to the subtle subtraction of the phonon c
tribution, ~ii ! there are other mechanisms to reduce the p
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ing and hence the condensation energy which are not con
ered here, and~iii ! the determination of ReZ(kW ,0), i.e., the
electron-phonon coupling constantl from the experimental
velocity ratio may be overestimated.

The momentum dependence of the phonon self-energ
presented in Fig. 11. The phonon self-energySph(qW ,v
5vph) is calculated from the fermion bubble of the bare fe
mion Green’s functionG0(kW ,v) associated with the verte
correction. We consider the phonon mode where the oxy
ions vibrate along thex direction. As shown in the Fig. 11~a!,
the softening of the phonon dispersion is remarkably s
along the (qx,0) direction withqy&p/2. This is the region
where the softening of the oxygen vibrational LO phon
mode is reported in the inelastic neutron-scattering exp
ments. The phonon softening is gradually reduced with
creasingqy , and along the (qx ,p) direction, the phonon
frequency is almost unrenormalized. By introducing the v
tex correction@Fig. 11~b!#, these tendencies become signi
cant. Although the qualitative feature of the calculated ph
non softening is consistent with the experiments, abso

FIG. 10. Superconducting condensation energyDE. Solid and
broken lines indicateDEvph /J2 with and without the vertex cor-
rection, respectively. The inset shows the real part of the ferm

renormalization factor ReZ(kW ,0). Parameters are chosen to bet/J
53, t1 /J521.5, vph /J50.5, andx50.1.

FIG. 11. Real part of the phonon self-energy without the ver
correction~a!, and with the vertex correction~b!. Parameters are

chosen to bet/J53, t1 /J521.5, g̃o f f /J50.1, vph /J50.5, and
x50.1.
0-10
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INTERPLAY OF ELECTRON-PHONON INTERACTION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 144520 ~2004!
value of the frequency shift is much larger than the obser
tion, in particular with the vertex correction. This may ind
cate that the adopted electron-phonon coupling constan
overestimated, as mentioned previously, and a further refi
ment for the vertex correction is required for more quant
tive discussion.

On the other hand, the electronic spectra are not sens
to the vertex correction as shown below. Figures 12 show
ARPES spectra along the nodal direction with and with
the vertex correction. The energy dependence of the ve
function is taken into account in the calculation of the sp
tra. Comparing Figs. 12~a!,12~b!, and 12~c!,12~d!, it is con-
cluded that the vertex correction does not play signific
roles in the ARPES spectra. This is because the electr
self-energy is given by the contributions from the wide ran
of the phonon momentumqW , and the vertex correction i
large only in a rather limitedqW region as shown in Fig. 9~b!.
This fact is also consistent with the shift of the kink positi
in the superconducting state; the kink energy shifts fromvph
to vph12aD with a>0.7. However, this does not repro
duce the experimental observation that the kink position d
not change across the superconducting transition.

We present, in Fig. 13, a contour map for the renorm
ization factor for fermion ReZ(kW ,v50) with the vertex cor-
rection. In the case where the vertex correction is includ
the essence of the momentum dependence of ReZ(kW ,0)
pointed out in the preceding section, i.e., the large renorm
ization around kW5(0,0) and (p,p), remains, although
ReZ(kW ,0) aroundkW5(p,p) is slightly reduced.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The interplay between the electron-phonon interact
and strong electronic correlation is one of the most import

FIG. 12. Contour map of the fermion spectral densityA(kW ,v)
along the nodal direction without the vertex correction~a! and ~b!,
and with the correction~c! and ~d!. ~a! and ~c! are for the spectra
with D050, and~b! and ~d! are for the spectra withD/J52D0 /J

50.57. Parameters are chosen to bet/J53, t1 /J521.5, g̃o f f /J
50.1, vph /J50.5, andx50.1. The dispersion relation of the qua
siparticle energyjkW is chosen to be the same form with that in Fi
3. Numerical data are plotted in a unit of J21.
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issues in many systems such as cuprates, manganites
C60. Especially in cuprates, it has been often claimed that
strong correlation dominates to hide or reduce the electr
phonon interaction. This seems to be true for the diago
coupling of phonon because the charge-density fluctuatio
suppressed by the Mott physics. This is assumed also in
present paper neglecting the diagonal electron-phonon
pling. However it also plays an important role in the dyna
ics of the hole observed in the ARPES of the undop
cuprates64 because the photodoped hole is subject to
rather strong coupling to the breathing phonon mode. T
electron-phonon interaction might be the origin of t
anomalously large width of the ARPES spectra, because
strong-coupling small polaron gives the Gaussian line sha

Now some remarks are in order on other works on
electron-phonon interaction in cuprates. Ro¨sch and
Gunnarsson35 studied the electron-phonon interaction in t
t-J model in a similar way estimating the value of the co
pling constants from ther dependence of the transfer integr
and the intersite Coulomb interaction between the O and
ions (r is the distance between these two ions!. The off-
diagonal coupling constant is an order of magnitude sma
than what we estimated, while the diagonal-coupling co
stant is huge of the order of 0.25 eV. Therefore they c
cluded the diagonal coupling is the dominant mechanism
electron-phonon interaction in cuprates, even though it is
duced considerably by the same mechanism we discusse
this paper. However the small value of off-diagonal coupli
constant is due to the rather subtle cancellation between
terms, and might change in a more realistic calculation. A
the vertex correction strongly enhances the off-diagonal c
pling.

Huanget al.34 recently studied the electron-phonon vert
correction for the diagonal coupling due to the Coulomb c
relation, and found that the large momentum transfer sca
ing is reduced considerably while that of small momentu
transfer is enhanced. This feature is consistent with the
lier analytic studies on the vertex correction.8 The important
point made in that paper34 is that the interaction between th
quasiparticle and phonon isenhancedby the electron corre-

FIG. 13. Contour map of the real part of the fermion renorm

ization factor ReZ(kW ,0) in the off-diagonal coupling with the ver
tex correction. Parameters are chosen to bet/J53, t1 /J521.5,

g̃o f f /J50.1, vph /J50.5, andx50.1.
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lation because of the enhanced density of states. This m
have an important implication for the kink structure observ
in the (p,0) momentum region.

The dynamical aspect of the vertex correction has b
discussed in the case of the diagonal electron-pho
coupling.10 Also in the present case of the off-diagonal co
pling, we expect the rich structure in the energy depende
of the vertex. For example, the resonance between the
non energy and the superconducting gap might enhance
electron-phonon coupling. These interesting issues are
for future studies.

In summary, we have studied the electron-phonon in
action in HTSC cuprates motivated by the recent ARP
experiments. The off-diagonal electron-phonon coupli
which modulates the hopping integral of the Zhang-Rice s
glet and the superexchange interaction, is relevant in
small doping region. We formulate the vertex correction b
yond the mean-field slave boson theory. Along with as
slave boson and the Lagrange multiplier, the fluctuations
the fermion hopping and paring lead to the collective mo
in the superconducting state.50 Thus, the dynamics of the
collective modes dominates the vertex function for t
electron-phonon interaction. Characteristics in the o
diagonal coupling constantgo f f

m (kW ,qW ) are consistent with

severalkW ~electron momentum! and qW ~phonon momentum!
dependent experiments; the anisotropy in the quasipar
renormalization reflects the momentum-dependent velo
ratio across the kink and its peak width, and the phon
momentum dominates the strong electron-phonon coupl
u

Jp

s.

et

s
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With the vertex correction, the attractive interaction i
creases, and the phonon momentum induces the intera
shifts to@p(12d),0# with d>0.3. These changes are caus
by the amplitude fluctuation mode and thef gauge mode,
that is, the collective fluctuations of the order-parameter a
plitude ux i j u21uD i j u2, and its out-of-phase fluctuation mod
respectively. However, the kink position in the ARPES sp
tra shifts fromvph to vph12aD acrossTc in our calcula-
tion, while it does not in the experiments. The resolution
this discrepancy is left for future studies.

It is evident that the strong electron correlation plays
major role in the physics of HTSC cuprates, and the role
the phonon is also modified by it. Some specific channe
the electron-phonon interaction is selected to be enhance
the strong correlation, and this will avoid the competitio
with the magnetic mechanism working in different mome
tum regions. Therefore it seems that the electron correla
and the electron-phonon interaction collaborate to enha
thed-wave pairing. The role of the other phonons besides
half-breathing mode studied here is left for future investig
tions.
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